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Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) establishes the identity of 

subjects in the physical world using uniquely numbered electronic tags 
[1]. RFID is an electronic technology whereby digital data encoded 
in an RFID tag is retrieved utilizing a reader. In contrast to bar code 
technology, RFID systems do not require line-of-sight access to the tag 
in order to retrieve the tag’s data [2].

So here passive rfid cards are used which store a 12 bit code. Every 
card has a unique 12 bit code and hence it is assigned to each passenger 
separately, and would be provided at the time of boarding the train.

According to the unique code of the passenger, each and every 
passenger would be allotted a specific time period to use the power 
socket in the reservation bogie of the Indian rails.

After the specified time period is over the power supply to the 
socket is cut off. Also there would be four more chances to use the 
power port by that particular person. And lastly there would be an 
emergency chance too for the passenger to use the power port. Each 
and every chance would be of different time periods including the last 
emergency chance. So that every passenger gets equal chance to use the 
power port for charging and thereby wastage of power is also prevented 
(Figure 1).

Working Principle
Firstly the Rfid reader will be initialized and would be in the 

reading mode and hence a message would be displayed on the screen 
to asking the passengers to please swipe his/her particular rfid card. 
As soon as a passenger swipes his/her card across the rfid reader, the 
rfid reader reads the card and transmits the 12 bit unique code of the 
particular card to the microcontroller at 9600 baud rate and then the 
microcontroller (like at mega 328 as shown here in block diagram) 
detects that particular passenger and displays his/her name on lcd by 
comparing his card’s no. with the database inside of it. Then next thing 
done is recognizing which turn or chance is that particular passenger 
is using for using the power port for recharging. Then according to the 
no, of chance of that passenger the microcontroller closes the relay for that 
specific period of time which is mentioned for that particular turn [3-5].

For example, if there is a passenger of rfid card no. 23456DE2QW24 
and this no. is assigned to be the second passenger by the railway 
database at the departure station of that particular station and while 
travelling in the reservation bogie, he finds need to recharge his mobile; 
he will try to find the power port and then swipe his card. Then the 

MPU will recognize him as passenger no. 2 and then as he is using the 
power port for first time, he will be assigned the first chance of timer 
and his timer will start and the relay will close the power port circuit 
and that passenger will be able to use the power port for a particular 
period of time. Then after the timer is reaches zero the relay opens up 
and hence the circuit breaks and the turns counter is also incremented 
by one. In this way the passenger would be able to use the power port 
for 6 times for different intervals of time and after which the rfid card 
would get expired.

In this way all the passengers would use the power port more 
sensibly and at the same time every passenger would get a chance to 
use the power port for at least once (Figure 2).

Advantages of RFID

RFID benefits were identified as improved inventory management, 
velocity of retail cycle, integrated business model, and efficiency of store 
operation. An RFID tag can store large amounts of data additionally to 
a unique identifier, unique item identification is easier to implement 
with RFID than with barcodes, its ability to identify items individually 
rather than generically. Tags are less sensitive to adverse conditions 
(dust, chemicals, physical damage etc.).

As no line-of-sight is required, tag placement is less constrained, 
RFID tags have a longer read range than, e.g., barcodes, Tags can have 
read/write memory capability, while barcodes do not [6].

Obstacle to RFID

The main obstacle to the spread of RFID in manufacturing is the 
success of barcodes, the previous generation of auto-ID technology. In 
most applications, reading barcodes requires human intervention, a 
clean, high-contrast environment, and often more than one attempt. In 
addition, not only is the amount of data that can be stored in a bar code 
is much smaller than in an RFID tag but it cannot be updated. In many 
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applications the functional potential of RFID may not yet beat the low 
cost of barcodes, but it is only a matter of time before it does.

Conclusion
Even though numerous limitations and unresolved issues still 

hinder the widespread application of RFID. Despite these challenges, 
RFID continues to make inroads into inventory control systems, and 
it’s only a matter of time before the component costs fall low enough 
to make RFID an attractive economic proposition. Furthermore, 
extensive engineering efforts are under way to overcome current 
technical limitations and to build accurate and reliable tag reading 
systems.

In order to implement contemporary system of “RFID based swipe 
card draw power in Indian Railways” the embedded systems plat- form 
has utilized. And hence this proposed project seems to brought about 
equality among masses and also conserve the power.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of operation.
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Figure 2: Block Diagram of Operation.
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